
Studio Assignment 2 (10%) PHOT 210 AA 
Light Work 
Due October 10 
 
Materials required: 35mm camera, 2 colour negative film rolls (c-41 135mm) 
 
To Submit:  
 
2 contact sheets from each roll of film with required exercises indicated by frame 
numbers on the back. 
 
+ 
 
1 final colour corrected print in an envelope or box, clearly labeled with your full 
name. 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
 
FIRST ROLL OF FILM (ARTIFICIAL LIGHT + BRACKETING): 
 
1. Choose 6 different scenes to shoot. All of these scenes must include varying 
forms of artificial lighting sources.  
 
2. For each scene shot, try to determine the “correct exposure” to your best 
ability (using your light meter and camera controls).  
 
3. Once you have your “correct exposure” for each scene, bracket this shot both 
1 F-STOP over and 1 F-STOP under your chosen exposure or 1 shutter speed 
under and 1 shutter speed over (i.e. your brackets). Make sure you try each 
method at least once for this roll of film.  
 
Note which method of bracketing you choose for each scene (aperture or 
shutter). You must indicate this information on the back of the contact sheet with 
frame numbers. 
 
SECOND ROLL OF FILM (NATURAL LIGHT + BRACKETING + FLASH): 
 
1. Choose 3 different scenes to shoot. All of these scenes must be illuminated 
only with natural light.  
 
2. For each scene shot, try to determine the “correct exposure” to your ability 
(using your light meter and camera controls).  
 
3. Once you have your “correct exposure” for each scene, bracket this shot both 
1 F-STOP over and 1 F-STOP under your chosen exposure or 1 shutter speed 



under and 1 shutter speed over (i.e. your brackets). Make sure you try each 
method at least once for this roll of film.  
 
Note which method of bracketing you choose for each scene (aperture or 
shutter). You must indicate this information on the back of the contact sheet with 
frame numbers. 
 
4. Finally, shoot each of your 3 scenes using a portable flash after you have 
bracketed your chosen exposure for their ambient (i.e. natural) lighting 
conditions. This means you will have to adjust your camera to its flash sync 
speed (usually 60 for older 35mm cameras). 
 
IN THE DARKROOM: 
 

1) Make contact sheets for each roll of film that are properly exposed and 
colour corrected.  

2) ARTICIFIAL LIGHTING CONTACT SHEET NOTES: Once you have your 
contact sheet, indicate the bracketing settings you used for your chosen 
shots by their frame numbers on the back of the contact sheet. 

3) NATURAL AND FLASH CONTACT SHEET: Once you have your contact 
sheet, indicate the bracketing setting you used for your chosen shots by 
their frame numbers on the back of the contact sheet. Also, indicate the 
flash exposures by frame number on the back of the contact sheet. 

4) Choose one image from these two rolls of film to print on an 8x10 photo 
paper with a 1-inch white border. Properly expose and colour correct this 
print. 

 
Learning Outcomes: The purpose of this assignment is to explore the use of 
light as a primary source of content for your images. Please feel encouraged to 
experiment with multiple artificial light sources and approaches to capturing light 
on film. Learning how to use a portable flash, light meter and getting acquainted 
with how different types and forms of light interact with colour 135 c-41 film are 
the learning outcomes for this assignment. 
 



 


